
What in the World is Dudeism Anyways? 

 For those fortunate few, who may have encountered one of the many individuals who 

live in our wonderfully advanced society, they may have seemed like your standard slacker, or 

maybe just an individual who just didn't seem to have much ambition in life. They may have 

even been the type of person who seemed to just say "Screw it" whenever a huge problem way 

get slung their way. While it's easy to just rip on these people (unless of course you may just 

relate to this kind of person), under no circumstances should you be so quick to judge, while we 

do have lazy people in the world, the first question that should come to mind should be "Am I 

encountering a Dudeist?". 

 Now it's quite easy to ask, "What the hell are you talking about?", and the question is 

completely founded, after all, what exactly is a dudeist? At its base (and I totally risk over-

complicating it) is that the dudeists, abides. What that means is, regardless of the craziness that 

life throws your way, regardless of how much heavy stuff is going on in your world, the easiest 

way to deal with it, is just to deal with, "go with the flow" and realize that while the present is 

super ridiculous, if you just take it one day at a time, and take it easy, that all of the worry and 

stress will eventually pass! 

 Sound a little familiar? Well this way of life was based off of the legendary Jeff Lebowski, 

a character created by the legendary Coen Brothers, and made famous by his portryal by Jeff 

Bridges in the movie known as the Big Lebowski, and while that may seem like an almst 

ridiculous pretense for a faith (Though you'll never hear a Dudeist call it that, they prefer the 

term "worldview"1) it was still brought to light by their Dudely Lama, Oliver Benjamin2, who 

dubbed his amazingly astute Church the Church of Latter Day Dude, and has slowly built its 

ranks, which continue to grow everyday based on its beliefs which closely resemble ideologies 

such as Taoism, and Buhhdism, but don't follow that same dogmatic rituals of those religions, 

not that they're looked upon with disdain, but with a view that they can be easily replicated 

with a solid chill session that might include bowling and the occasional acid flashback. 

 So then tell me oh curious reader, can you ever picture a time when you've viewed the 

world as just being too intense? Where life keeps speeding up when all you want is for it to 

slow down and just chill? Well like the amazing members of this astonishing and almost 

outlandish, life is a ride, and sometimes you just gotta get off, while you may not totally convert 

into a supreme Dudeist, it comes highly recommended that everyone at last look into the way 

of the dude, and recognize that even some practice of the culture can be healthy, then even the 
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most stressed out people in the world (the writer of this article included) can abide everything 

the world has to throw at you! 


